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2.1

Introduction
Objective of Research

Applications involving a plethora of sensors are abundant in today’s world. Our goal
is to analyze the performance of a Nvidia Jetson TK1 board for sensor data collection. The Nvidia Jetson TEGRA-KEPLER(TK1) board is used as the processor as it
is one of the most powerful processors for embedded applications with the flexibility
to connect to a plethora of sensors. Data transfer for communication is facilitated via
Bluetooth and Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi). Results on the performance of this setup is
reported in experiments with different sensors such as cameras, microphone, gas sensor,temperature/pressure/humidity sensor, and Garmin smart health watch determined
heart rate/distance/speed/altitude/- position latitude and longitude and using metrics
such as read/write speed,heat generated of Central Processing Unit (CPU)and transmission delay.

2.2

Contribution of Research

In one of them work, Dr.Banerjee encouraged me to make manuscript of a practical device
and tried to make survey of a different embedded board and sensors. Firstly we perform
analytic calculation and simulation in software, to check device will work with respect to
senors connection.We designed and measured performance of a board and sensors. We
developed automation script to collect data automatically, and plotting data. We also
evaluated different benchmark observations and results.
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3

Literature Review

Iervolino (2017) proposed a system [22] using a wearable device for collecting data on
board sensors and extract meaningful data. This system consist of small electronics board
with capacity of SD card, accelerometer, gyroscope, Bluetooth wireless module, pressure
and humidity sensor. This complete set of device author connected right ankle of a foot
to analyze sport performance analysis [Walking/Running]. Here author totally focused
on running and walking analysis by using separate accelerometer and gyroscope sensor.
Mardonova, M., & Choi, Y. (2018) provides a system [23] for overview of mining industry
workers, using features of different bio-sensors and environmental sensors. In this system
author used biological sensors on clothing of a person to measure body temperature, pulse
rate of a mining workers .
In our research paper our contribution was the use of Garmin Smart-watch instead of
wearable sensor on clothes of industry people. Smartwatch has all inbuilt biological sensors
and GPS navigation system to track workers. Here all gadgets [smartwatch, Mobile] are
connected to TK1 device via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. As our system has Video cameras, which
gives live streaming information to another person. As TK1 board is powerful board we
can use this system for multiple real-time application by running algorithms. [ex: Health
issues, Avoiding Critical emergency situations]
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4

Device description

In our system a person wears the sensors and it will capture multiple surrounding environmental data as well as persons movements, heart rate, GPS location, calories, step
movements of a person. If in any case if someone tries to attack/harm/ rob a person.
This smart system can sense persons physiological data using smart watch which connected to TK1 board. If there is any abnormal behavior it can send an alert message to
Police without alerting an attacker including video and location details in message. In
Figure 1 shows TK1 board connected to multiple USB hub. This USB hub has connection of Garmin watch, USBHD cameras and connection of other peripheral devices such
as Keyboard, Mouse. Multichannel gas sensor and BMP280 sensor connected to TKI
General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins using I2C interface. Jetson TK1 has six I2C
buses and four buses are available on TK1 expansion header[3]. TK1 board has total
125 GPIO pins are available. In our system we are using two I2C buses for BMP280
sensor [0x76] address and Multichannel gas sensor [0x04]address detect by TK1 board.
BMP280 sensor detect Temperature/Pressure/ Humidity and Multichannel gas sensor
detect Carbon Monoxide, Ethanol, Hydrogen, Ammonia, Methane, Propane, Iso-butane,
Nitrogen dioxide in PPM [parts per million] unit.

4.1

Hardware Description

4.1.1

Nvidia Jetson TK1 board

This Jetson TK1 board maintained by the community NVIDIA. Jetson TK1 is NVIDIA’s
embedded Linux development platform. In a single chip it has a Tegra (CPU), Kepler(K1GPU), Image Signal Processor (ISP) (Image signal processor), selling price 192 USD.
This board works on Linux4Tegra (Linux For Tegra (L4T)) OS (example: Ubuntu 14.04
etc.). This Jetson board TK1 has similar features as Raspberry pi but also has PC oriented features such as Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) (Serial advanced
technology attachment), mini-PCIe and fan to allow continues operation under heavy
workload.[3]
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Figure 1: Overview of the system with Jetson TK1 board

4.1.2

BMP 280 sensor

BMP 280 sensors interface over I2C to Nvidia Jetson TK1 board. This sensor has four
pins (Vcc, GND, SCL and SDA). This sensor has two I2C logic pins: SCL (Serial clock
line), SDA (Serial data access). BMP280 sensor address 0x76.[8]

Figure 2: BMP280 Sensor interface to Jetson board via I2C

1. BMP280 connect Vin pin to VCC (3.3V)-J3A1 (GPIO PIN: 16) – [Jetson Board].
4 DEVICE DESCRIPTION
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2. BMP280 connect GND! (GND!) pin to GND–J3A1 (GPIO PIN:14) – [Jetson
Board].
3. BMP280 connect Serial Clock Line (SCL) pin to SCL –J3A1 (GPIO PIN:18) –
[Jetson Board].
4. BMP280 connect Serial Data Access Line (SDA) pin to SDA –J3A1 (GPIO PIN:20)
– [Jetson Board].

Figure 3: BMP280 sensor pin connection to a GPIO of TK1
Configure I2C interface for Jetson Board:
1. In order to use this module, must need to enable I2C interface on Nvidia Jetson
board as it is not enable by default.[3][6]
2. Inter-integrated Circuit (I2C) is a multi-device bus used to connect low speed peripherals to computers and embedded system. [3]
3. Nvidia Jetson TK1 board supports this I2C interface using on its GPIO header.
Enable I2C using Jetson TK1 board Utility-Software Setup and Installation:
1. Once board is wired up with BMP280 sensor turn ON the Jetson TK1.
2. Need to install I2C tool.
3. Using some command on Linux terminal:
sudo apt-get update.
sudo apt-get install-y i2c-tools.
sudo apt install python-smbus.
sudo apt-get update-y – python- smbus- i2c- tools.
sudo adduser ubuntu i2c.
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Figure 4: Overview of the system with Jetson TK1 board

4.1.3

USB Camera

In this system, we have used two cameras to Jetson TK1 board. One LogitechHD720
USB camera and another dual lens USB camera. All three lenses of a camera connected
to Jetson TK1 board using multiple USB hub connection. Each lenses of camera has
different viewing angle on to capture surrounding data in form of capturing wide angle.
All three USB lenses has port 3.0 version. In our system two cameras are use to capture
wide angle surrounding view. Using three lenses we have calculated reading and writing
speed of camera with different frames per second.

Figure 5: Dual lens and logitech webcam with Jetson TK1
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4.1.4

Microphone

Microphone are used to convert input audio sound into output of an electric signal. The
output of electric signal is applied to Single board computer of a Jetson TK1 board for
storing audio data.

Figure 6: Block diagram of a microphone mechanism

In below script “arecord” is a command line for sound file recorder for soundcard driver.
It supports several file formats and multiple soundcard with multiple devices. The audio
file record with .wav extension [waveform audio file format]

Figure 7: Microphone interfacing with single board computer

Figure 8: Audio recording system inside Jetson TK1 board using arecord
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4.1.5

Gas Sensor

Multichannel gas sensor is an environmental detecting sensor which detects unhealthy
gases in an environment. This sensor has 4 pins VCC, GND, SCL and SDA. This multichannel sensor gas sensor detect multiple gases such as Carbon monoxide CO, Nitrogen
dioxide NO2, Ethanol C2H6OH, Hydrogen H2, Ammonia NH3, Methane CH4, Propane
C3H8, Iso-butane C4H10. All gases are measures in ppm [parts per molecule] unit.

Figure 9: Multichannel gas sensor

4.1.6

Intel 7260 Wi-Fi and Bluetooth card

Jetson TK1 board supports Wifi which can be added using Minipcie card slot in TK1
board. In our system we have used wifi card intel 7260 for wireless connection. Generally
it needs two things in order to work such as: Antenna pairs are required to connect into
network and wifi [’iwlwifi’] driver which supports linux kernel. ’iwlwifi’ is a wireless driver
for intel wireless chip. Here, antenna pair has two pigtail adapters to connect to tiny
antenna ports on Wifi card with standard antenna mount which shown in given figure.
4.1.7

Garmin Vivoactive-HR smartwatch

In our system, we have used Garmin vivoactive HR model as a smartwatch. We have
connected vivoactive HR watch to Jetson TK1 board via USB cable. This watch has multiple features such as heart rate, step counter, skin temperature, GPS system, gyroscope,
accelerometer, distance traveled, calories burned etc.
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Figure 10: Garmin Smart-watch

Garmin watch stored all health related in data in .FIT file format and sync .FIT files with
Jetson TK1 board. using python it use to convert .FIT files into .CSV file.[4]

Figure 11: Garmin Smart-watch .Fit files to .CSV file

4.2

Software Description

4.2.1

Linux OS in TK1 board

Linux is a free open source operating system and it belongs to UNIX like operating
systems. In Linux operating system kernel is the heart of operating system and handles
the communication between user and hardware. When comparing Linux and windows
system OS, one of the major difference is Linux is an open source project platform and
windows is close source platform. The Jetson TK1 is Nvidias embedded Linux platform
device on Ubuntu 14.04.
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4.2.2

Proteus Simulation Software

Proteus Virtual System Modeling(Virtual System Modeling (VSM)) combines mixed
mode SPICE circuit simulation, animated components and microprocessor models to
facilitate co-simulation of complete micro controller based embedded designs. Proteus
comes equipped with a rich suite of instrumentation and analysis tools, from DSO to
Logic Analyzer to I2C and SPI Protocol Analyzers. This makes it a mobile electronic
workbench and reduces the need for expensive physical equipment.

Figure 12: Proteus simulation

4.2.3

Flash OS in TK1 board

1. To configure a new board “flash” (wipe it clean and install Linux into it) the Jetson
TK1 Board. 2. It flashes all the files into the Jetson TK1, eMMC card of 16GB. 3. It
takes roughly 1 hours to flash the whole eMMC. 4. Software development package for the
Jetson just like (Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), Open CV, Cudnn etc.)
need to install Jetpack (Jetson development package) from the official website.
Directing access the board using from peripheral devices:
1. First things to attach the Jetson board to a HDMI Monitor, Keyboard Mouse to Jetson
board. Remote access to Jetson Board from Ethernet cable port:
2. Ethernet cable between host PC and Jetson Board and access it through the network.
[Installation of L4T (Linux for Tegra) onto NVIDIA JETSON TK1 development kit]:
1. Host desktop running on Ubuntu (14.04) is officially recommend and Micro USB Cable
provided with Jetson TK1. 2. Download NVIDIA Linux 4Tegra(L4T) board support
package(Board Support Package (BSP)) and sample root file (rootfs) from NVIDIA to a
host PC (running on the Virtual machine). 3. Extract NVIDIA files (BSP and rootfs).
4. Apply binaries. 5. Connect Jetson TK1 to host computer via the micro-usb cable and
place Jetson TK1 to recovery mode.
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4.2.4

Crontab automation tool

Crontab is a powerful task scheduler, which can be used to perform task automatically.
It uses several parameters to perform task automatically.
Crontab can be displayed and edited by using commands in terminal. Cronjobs are
commands that runs at specified interval of a time. Cron job executing multiple sensor
scripts simultaneously at particular interval of a time for capturing surrounding data
inside Jetson TK1 board.
1. crontab -l , which display the cron table.
2. crontab –e ,which opens the crontable editor.
3. crontab -r ,which remove the crontable task.
4. crontab -v ,which display last time when you edited crontab file.
4.2.5

Python modules, drivers and packages

Python is a flexible and powerful programming language and it’s easy to learn and follow.
The clear syntax of python makes a valuable tool for users who wants to learn programming. Python runs on Linux OS, Windows, MacOS. For instance, python is addressed to
use specific hardware such as Nvidia’s GPIO port. Many single board computers such as
Raspberry pi, Arduino, Intel Edison prefer the Python language.

4 DEVICE DESCRIPTION
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5
5.1

Wi-Fi/Bluetooth networking protocol
Intel 7260 Wi-Fi/Bluetooth card driver in TK1

Jetson TK1 board has Wifi can be added using Minipcie card slot in TK1 board. In our
system we have used wifi card intel 7260 for wireless connection. To work wifi generally it
needs two things in order to work such as: Antenna pairs require to connect into network,
wifi [’iwlwifi’] driver which supports linux kernel. ’iwlwifi’ is a wireless driver for intel
wireless chip. Here, antenna pair has two pigtail adapters to connect to tiny antenna
ports on Wifi card with standard antenna mount which shown in given figure.

5.2

Live streaming introduction and display data on Web page

Figure 13: Front end webpage

In above figure, a screen shot of a Web page. Web page made up of HTML,CSS languages.
Whatever data is captured from the sensors, it will be store on server so that anyone can
access or watch data capture by TK1 board. But to access data on server,it must needs
login id and password to make data confidential and secure hence authenticate person
can see data on webpage.
Live stream data of all sensors where all data can access using RTSP
RTSP is a real time stream protocol. Using IP address and port number, we can access
all data at any mobile device or PC. To run the Gst-rtsp server-1.8.1 below three process
require for installation in host PC of Jetson TK1. Here rtsp [Real time stream protocol]
server is used for live streaming. This server uses 8554 port number.
1. Gstreamer-1.8.0.tar.xz 2. Gst-plugins-base-1.8.0.tar.xz 3. Gst-rtsp-server1.8.1.tar.xz
Need to install above three packages on Jetson TK1. Gstreamer [Gst] is a pipeline based
multimedia [Video playback, audio playback, live streaming etc.] framework that links
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together a wide variety of media processing system. Gstreamer has different versions
Gstremaer-0.10, Gstreamer-1.0, Gstreamer-1.8.

6

Installing process of Gstremaer-1.80:
1. sudo tar xpf gstreamer-1.8.0.tar.xz
2. cd gstreamer -1.8.0
3. ./configure –libdir=/usr/lib/arm-linux-gnueblihf
4. make
5. sudo make install

6.1

Installing process of Gst-plugins-base-1.80:

1. sudo tar xpf gst-plugins-base-1.8.0.tar.xz
2. cd gstreamer -1.8.0
3. ./configure –libdir=/usr/lib/arm-linux-gnueblihf
4. make
5. sudo make install

6.2

Installing process of Gst-rtsp-server-1.80

1. sudo tar xpf gst-rtsp-server-1.8.0.tar.xz
2. cd gstreamer -1.8.0
3. ./configure –libdir=/usr/lib/arm-linux-gnueblihf
4. make
5. sudo make install
Once all three packages are install then need to run test app inside rtsp server
installation folder:
1. cd gst-rtsp-server -1.8.1
2. cd examples
3. ./test-launch"v4l2src-device=/dev/video2!video/x-raw,format=YUY2,width=640,height=480
! videoconvert ! video/x-raw,format=I420 ! omxh264enc ! rtph264pay name=pay0
pt=96"
6 INSTALLING PROCESS OF GSTREMAER-1.80:
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4. Above command to run the test file inside rtsp server with YUY2 pixel format in
video capturing camera with h.264 encoder.
5. Real Time Stream Protocol (rtsp)://IP address of TK1 board:8554/test
[This command shows stream ready for the live streaming-run this in client PC we
can get live streaming of a camera]

Figure 14: Client PC stream ready to get live streaming

Figure 15: Client PC live streaming of Camera view using rtsp [Real time stream protocol]

6 INSTALLING PROCESS OF GSTREMAER-1.80:
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7

Evaluation of System

CPU is the main chip inside the computer responsible for day to day activity. It run all
application program. Heat is a natural product of electricity, as components inside the
computer such as CPU, GPU etc. electricity carried across this circuits also creates heat.
As CPU operates on clock speed/ clock frequency, sometimes operating CPU at higher
clock speed generates excessive heat [CPU temperature/heat increases]. In an effort to
lower the heat build up in CPU, crystal oscillator inside components is under-clocked
[Lower the CPU frequency] but naturally it decreases system efficiency. Therefore, to
cool down CPU temperature it has internal fan uses to cooling down the excessive heat
[dissipate the heat].
As it gets heater(CPU) it lowers the clock speed called under clock, using crystal oscillator
mechanism. In whole processes called thermal throttling. Thermal throttling is the
process to protect chip out of heat damage in case of a without fan. In presence of fan
overclock and under clock results are clipped because of internal fan which cool down the
CPU temperature. In this case temperature inside chip not get high because of cooling
fan and due to which there is a very less chance of thermal throttling. If temperature
increases beyond capabilities the board gets automatically shut down.

7.1

Time vs CPU temperature results in TK1 with/without Fan
with all sensor

In this system, we have calculated CPU temperature characteristics of a Jetson TK1
board with respect to by running multiple sensors [BMP280,Microphone, Gas sensor,
multiple lens camera] running in TK1 board with different frame per seconds of a camera
[@10fps,@20fps,@30fps,@40fps]and analyze the CPU temperature with fan and without
fan of a TK1 board.

7.2

Time vs CPU temperature results in TK1 with/without Fan
with all sensor with respect to 10,20,30,50fps

In this system, we have calculated CPU temperature characteristics of a Jetson TK1
@10fps and analyze the CPU temperature with fan and without fan of a TK1 board.
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In 10 fps@ multiple data collection using sensor CPU temperature is maximum 40°C
in case of without fan.

Figure 16: Time vs CPU temperature characteristics @10fps with multiple sensor data
collection with respect to with fan and without fan

In 20 fps@multiple data collection sensor CPU temperature maximum 42°C in case of
without fan. Inside Jetson TK1 the video decoder engine implementing video codec in
H.264, or MPEG4 video file and also processing audio files. In our case we are capturing
3 videos simultaneously every minute with 20fps for duration 5 second video, which also
causes more temperature dissipation in TK1 board with respect to with fan and without
fan cases. In every mechanism PLL clock domain inside Jetson TK1 board “Phase lock
loop” are responsible for clock and clock speed for multiplication and division.
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Figure 17: Time vs CPU temperature characteristics @20fps with multiple sensor data
collection with respect to with fan and without fan

In Fig:18, CPU generates overclock frequency (higher heat) and under clock frequency
(to lower the heat) in case of without fan plot. In presence of fan overclock and under
clock results are clipped because of internal fan which cool down the CPU temperature.
In 30 fps@multiple data collection sensor CPU temperature maximum 45°C.
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Figure 18: Time vs CPU temperature characteristics @30fps with multiple sensor data
collection with respect to with fan and without fan

In Fig:19, CPU generates overheating system (higher heat) and throttling CPU frequency
(to reduce the heat) in case of without fan plot [red plot shows in graph]. In presence
of fan overclock and under clock results are clipped because of internal fan which cool
down the CPU temperature. In 50 fps@multiple data collection sensor CPU temperature
maximum 47°C.

Figure 19: Time vs CPU temperature characteristics @50fps with multiple sensor data
collection with respect to with fan and without fan
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fps (frames per second)
@50 fps
@30 fps
@20 fps
@10 fps

CPU Temp max
47 °C
45 °C
42 °C
40 °C

Table 1: CPU temperature in absence of a Fan in TK1 board
By analyzing the results and above table, it can be seen that as fps of camera increases,
CPU temperature of a TK1 board also increases.

7.3

Memory card vs Writing speed results in TK1 with different
fps

In each case of every minute while computing @50fps, Jetson TK1 all thermal zones are
changed and produced more heat generation in CPU temperature, board temperature
which causes more heat while computing more FPS (frames per second) data. As heat
generated increases, it makes system sluggish due to which @50fps reading speed and
writing speed takes more time and vice-versa.When we analyzed result it shows while
computing data@50fps at every minute of time causes more heat generation and has
more power consumption.
7.3.1

Writing speed characteristics of 10fps frames video for three lenses [
2Dual lens camera, Logitech cam] encoded in TK1 board to capture
video of 5 seconds and stored in SD card

Figure 20: Memory card vs Writing speed characteristics@10fps

In Fig:20, 10fps has: 930 videos [after that memory card get full occupied] each video
has each size of 11.3 MB. Which has less size of video which shows less writing speed
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to store/write into SD card in between 5.5 to 7.2 MB/sec. In above graph we used
2Dual lens camera and one Logitech webcam. The two dual lens camera have almost
same hardware specifications hence their writing speed calculation almost equal @10fps
according to above result. While computing data @10fps which causes less thermal zone
effects in all parts of Jetson TK1 board on chip system [CPU temperature, GPU and
tegra board temperature]. While capturing video@10fps inside video encoder of TK1
implementing H.264, MPEG format generated of 11.5 MB video size for each lens which
takes less time to write data into SD Card.

Figure 21: Memory card vs Writing speed characteristics@20fps

In Fig:21, 20fps has: 420 videos [after that memory card get full occupied] each video
has each size of 22.3 MB. Which has less size of video than 30fps,50fps which shows less
writing speed comparatively 30fps,50fps to store/write into SD card in between 5.8 to
9MB/sec. In above graph we used 2Dual lens camera and one Logitech webcam. The
two dual lens camera has almost same hardware specifications hence their writing speed
calculation almost equal according to above result.
While computing data @20fps which causes less thermal zone effects than [@30,50 fps] in
all parts of Jetson TK1 board on chip system [CPU temperature, GPU and tegra board
temperature]. While capturing video@20fps inside video encoder of TK1 implementing
H.264, MPEG format and generated of 22.5 MB video size for each lens which takes less
time to write data into SD Card as compare to more computing data on @30,50fps video.
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Figure 22: Memory card vs Writing speed characteristics@30fps

In Fig:22, 30fps has: 310 videos [after that memory card get full occupied] each video has
each size of 34.5 MB. Which has less size of video than 50fps which shows less writing
speed comparatively 50fps to store/write into SD card in between 5.8 to 12MB/sec. In
above graph we used 2Dual lens camera and one Logitech webcam. The two dual lens
camera has almost same hardware specifications hence their writing speed calculation
almost equal according to above result.
While computing data @30fps which causes less thermal zone effects than [@50 fps] in
all parts of Jetson TK1 board on chip system [CPU temperature, GPU and tegra board
temperature]. While capturing video@30fps inside video encoder of TK1 implementing
H.264, MPEG format and generated of 33.5 MB video size for each lens which takes less
time to write data into SD Card as compare to more computing data on @30fps video.

Figure 23: Memory card vs Writing speed characteristics@50fps
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In Fig:23, 50fps has: 190 videos [after that memory card get full occupied] each video
has each size of 53.3 MB. Which has larger size of video which shows writing speed to
store/write into SD card in between 5.9 to 18MB/sec. In above graph we used 2Dual
lens camera and one Logitech webcam. The two dual lens camera has almost same
hardware specifications hence their writing speed calculation almost equal according to
above result. While computing data @50fps which causes more thermal zone effects than
in all parts of Jetson TK1 board on chip system [CPU temperature, GPU and tegra
board temperature]. While reading and capturing video@50fps inside video encoder of
TK1 implementing H.264, MPEG format and generated of 55.5 MB video size file for
each lens which takes more time to write data into SD Card as compare to @10,20,30 fps
computing data.
Writing speed of combining all 10fps,20fps,30fps,50fps for three lenses to capture video
of 5 seconds and stored in SD card.

Figure 24: Memory card vs Writing speed characteristics@10,20,30,50fps
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fps (frames per second) Writing speed (sec)
10
5.5 to 7.2 sec
20
5.8 to 9 sec
30
5.8 to 12 sec
50
5.9 to 18 sec
Table 2: fps vs writing speed
From above table it reflects that as reading and computing on data @ 50 fps causes more
heat rise in all thermal zones of Jetson TK1 board which makes system sluggish and takes
more writing speed time as more data of fps computing by Jetson TK1 board.

7.4

Memory card vs Reading speed results in TK1 with different
fps

Figure 25: Memory card vs Reading speed characteristics@10fps

In Fig:25, 10fps has: 930 videos to read each video has size of 11.3 MB. Each of video
has less size which shows less reading speed from SD card in between 0.1 to 0.38 second
speed.
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Figure 26: Memory card vs Reading speed characteristics@20fps

In Fig:26, 20fps has: 420 videos to read each video has size of 22.3 MB. Each of video
has less size than 30,50 fps which shows less reading speed than 30,50fps from SD card
in between 0.3 to 0.5 second speed.

Figure 27: Memory card vs Reading speed characteristics@30fps

In Fig:27, 30fps has: 310 videos to read each video has size of 34.5 MB. Each of video has
less size than 50 fps which shows less reading speed than 50fps from SD card in between
0.4 to 0.78 second speed.
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Figure 28: Memory card vs Reading speed characteristics@50fps

In Fig:28, 50fps has: 190 videos to read each video has size of 55.3 MB. Each of video
has bigger which shows more reading speed than 50fps from SD card in between 0.79 to
1 second speed.

Figure 29: Memory card vs Reading speed characteristics@10,20,30,50fps
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fps (frames per second) Reading speed (sec)
10
0.1 to 0.38
20
0.3 to 0.5
30
0.4 to 0.78
50
0.79 to 1
Table 3: fps vs reading speed

7.5

Time vs Temperature-Humidity results in TK1

This graph shows, as relative humidity changes temperature also changes. Which conclude that as relative humidity falls, temperature rises and vice versa. Blue-line shows
temperature and red line indicate humidity. Here we have plotted relation between temperature and humidity by collecting atmospheric data of a temperature and humidity
using BMP280 sensors via Jetson TK1 board. x axis plot shows time collection of a data
every minute while y axis plot shows temperature and humidity plot. Here temperature
reading measure in Fahrenheit

Figure 30: Time vs Temperature-Humidity characteristics

.

7.6

Time vs Pressure-Humidity results in TK1

Humidity varies with temperature, this plot shows a relationship between pressure and
humidity by plotting data by using BMP280 sensor for data collection using Jetson TK1
board. Here pressure measured in hPa [hectopascals] unit.
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Figure 31: Time vs Pressure-Humidity characteristics

7.7

Time vs Pressure-Temperature results in TK1

Figure 32: Time vs Temperature-Pressure characteristics

According to plot relation, temperature and pressure are inversely proportional to each
other. Which shows that as temperature increases and pressure decreases and vice-versa.
Here we collected data from atmosphere by measuring value of temperature and pressure
using Bmp280 sensor inside TK1 board. Here pressure measured in hPa [hectopascals]
unit. and Temperature in Fahrenheit unit.
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7.8

Each CPU cores [core0,1,2,3] frequency results w.r.t different fps and all sensor

TK1 CPU has two clusters [4 +1] core configuration:
1.High-performance [HP] clusters:
HP clusters consist of four Cortex –A15 core processor [Core 0,1,2,3]. • Three of cores
can be individually shut down. • All the sensors and application distributed all workload
by CPU clusters [Core 0,1,2,3]. • The Jetson TK1 has 22 configurable CPU frequency
[between 51MHZ to 2.32GHZ/2300000].
2.Low-performance [LP] clusters:
LP clusters with single Cortex-A 15 core processor. • This is a low power companion
core. • 1GHz Cortex-A15 core.
2
fcore
Pcore = αCVcore

(1)

According to above formula processor frequency can be responsible to increase power
consumption.[1]
Where,
C= core switching capacitance.
Vcore = corevoltage.
fcore = coref requency.
α = coreutilizationlevel.
To reduce power draw by Jetson board use this below 4 steps:
1. Follow the various sections in Controlling the CPU performance to reduce the CPU
speed of the 4 cores [core frequency] to be as low as possible for your application.
2. Follow Controlling GPU performance to reduce the GPU speed as much as is possible
for your application.
3. Also, if you don’t need anything displayed on a screen then make sure nothing is
plugged into your HDMI port, and possibly also disable it.
4. And if you won’t be running intense code for long periods, then replace the fan with
a heatsink or heat spreader.
5. In my case I am running hardware platform of TK1 board with different applications.
But default setting of Jetson TK1 gives high performance and produce less power
draw in light tasks.
6. In some cases, if you want to run higher performance of board or run as lower power
draw.
7. The automatic turning on/off of the 4 main CPU cores and 5th companion core
is mostly done in the L4T kernel using "cpuquiet", a mechanism for dynamically
hot-plugging CPU cores based upon workload/policy.
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8. Limit the max clock-rate of the 4 main CPU cores to a low speed to reduce the
power (it will still automatically switch them on/off and switch to the 5th lowpower companion core when suitable).
9. Turn some CPU cores on and some off, based on what you know works best for a
particular use-case.

7.9

Variations of Core frequency with different fps:

7.9.1

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data with different fps and we calculated each core [core 0,1,2,3] frequency in TK1
board:

Here we evaluated each core individual frequency while running all sensors simultaneously
and computing data @50fps and audio data process to check whether this core frequency
will responsible for heat generation or it shows that whether this board consumes more
energy consumption or not.
As CPU distributed work load in the form cores [Core0,1,2,3]. If more background application running in that case all cores can distributed workload of a system.
2
Pcore = αCVcore
fcore

(2)

Where,
C= core switching capacitance.
Vcore = corevoltage.
fcore = coref requency.
α = coreutilizationlevel.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @50fps and we
calculated core 0 frequency:
1. The Jetson TK1 board has 22 configurable frequencies in range from 51MHz to 2.3
GHz.
2. The above plot shows the core 0 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 0 goes to 1224 KHz [1224000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 0 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
3. In our system core 0 frequency ranges from [1224KHz to 2320KHz], which is totally
depends on running all sensors and computing data @50 fps and audio data process.
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Figure 33: CPU core 0 frequency operation with respect to time@50fps

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @50fps we calculated core 1 frequency:
1. The above plot shows that core 1 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 1 goes to 1224 KHz [1224000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 1 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. The above plot shows same minimum and maximum frequency in both Core 0 and
Core 1. It proves that while running our system [multiple sensor data, computing
data@50fps and audio data to process] both core 0 and core 1 uses same distributed
load work.
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Figure 34: CPU core 1 frequency operation with respect to time@50fps

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @50fps we calculated core 2 frequency:

Figure 35: CPU core 2 frequency operation with respect to time@50fps

1. The above plot shows that core 2 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
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that minimum frequency of core 2 goes to 1224 KHz [1224000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 2 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. The above plot shows same minimum and maximum frequency in both Core 0 and
Core 1 and core2. It proves that while running our system [multiple sensor data,
computing data@50fps and audio data to process] both core 0 and core 1 and core2
uses same distributed load work.
3. But in core 2 plot there are only 4 peaks of maximum frequency while in core 0 and
core1 has 5 peaks of maximum frequency.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @50fps and we
calculated core 3 frequency:

Figure 36: CPU core 3 frequency operation with respect to time@50fps

1. The above plot shows that core 3 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 3 goes to 0 KHz and maximum frequency of core
3 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. From this graph it concludes that at some instant of time core 3 goes to offline at
69 minutes and 158 minutes.
3. By analyzing core frequency load work according to running all multiple sensor data
and computing data @50fps and audio data process, which conclude that core0, core
1, core 2 uses all the time while running background application but core 3 goes
offline at two times.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @50fps and
combine all core [0,1,2,3] frequency:
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Figure 37: CPU core0,1,2 3 frequency operation with respect to time@50fps

1. The above graph shows frequency distribution of all cores by running all multiple
sensors and computing data @50fps.
2. This are all above CPU distributed work load frequency, while running all the
process we analyzed that Core3 is not used two times, which makes that all load
work distributed by only core0,1,2 and very less use of core3.
3. The range of frequency we analyzed from each cores all are matching with Tegra
board data sheet frequencies which has 22 configurable CPU frequencies range from
[51MHz to 2.32GHz].

Figure 38: Tegra board data sheet frequencies which has 22 configurable CPU frequencies
@50fps

4. Above frequencies range we have got 1224KHz minimum frequency range and 2320KHz
maximum frequency range.
5. From this Cutoff frequency = maximum frequency - minimum frequency =2320000
- 1224000 =1096000 Hz / 1096KHz
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While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @30fps and
combine all core0 frequency

Figure 39: CPU core 0 frequency operation with respect to time @30fps

1. The above plot shows the core 0 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 0 goes to 1092 KHZ [1092000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 0 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. In our system core 0 frequency ranges from [1092KHz to 2320KHZ], which is totally
depends on running all sensors and computing data @50 fps and audio data process.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @30fps and
calculated core 1 frequency
1. The above plot shows that core 1 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 1 goes to 1092 KHz [1092000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 1 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. The above plot shows same minimum and maximum frequency in both Core 0 and
Core 1. It proves that while running our system [multiple sensor data, computing
data@30fps and audio data to process] both core 0 and core 1 uses same distributed
load work.
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Figure 40: CPU core 1 frequency operation with respect to time @30fps

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @30fps and
calculated core2 frequency

Figure 41: CPU core 2 frequency operation with respect to time @30fps
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1. The above plot shows that core 2 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 2 goes to 1092 KHz [1092000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 2 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. The above plot shows same minimum and maximum frequency in both Core 0 and
Core 1 and core2. It proves that while running our system [multiple sensor data,
computing data@30fps and audio data to process] both core 0 and core 1 and core2
uses same distributed load work.
3. But in core 2 plot there are only 2 peaks of maximum frequency while in core1 has
5 peaks of maximum frequency.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @30fps and
calculated core3 frequency

Figure 42: CPU core 3 frequency operation with respect to time @30fps

1. The above plot shows that core 3 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 3 goes to 0 KHz and maximum frequency of core
3 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. From this graph it concludes that at some instant of time core 3 goes to offline.
3. By analyzing core frequency load work according to running all multiple sensor data
and computing data @30fps and audio data process, which conclude that core0, core
1, core 2 uses all the time while running background application but core 3 goes
offline at two times.
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Figure 43: CPU core0,1,2 3 frequency operation with respect to time@30fps

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @30fps and
calculated combine all core [0,1,2,3] frequency:
1. The above graph shows frequency distribution of all cores by running all multiple
sensors and computing data @30fps and audio data.
2. This are all above CPU distributed work load frequency, while running all the
process we analyzed that Core3 is not used two times, which makes that all load
work distributed by only core0,1,2 and very less use of core3.
3. The range of frequency we analyzed from each cores all are matching with Tegra
board data sheet frequencies which has 22 configurable CPU frequencies range from
[51MHz to 2.32GHz].
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Figure 44: Tegra board data sheet frequencies which has 22 configurable CPU frequencies
@30fps

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @10fps and
audio data process we calculated and combine all core0 frequency

Figure 45: CPU core0 frequency operation with respect to time@10fps

1. The above plot shows the core 0 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 0 goes to 1224 KHz [1224000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 0 goes to 2320 KHZ [2320000 Hz]
2. In our system core 0 frequency ranges from [1224KHz to 2320KHz], which is totally
depends on running all sensors and computing data @10 fps and audio data process.
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While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @10fps and
audio data process we calculated and combine all core1 frequency

Figure 46: CPU core1 frequency operation with respect to time@10fps

1. The above plot shows that core 1 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 1 goes to 1224 KHz [1224000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 1 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. The above plot shows same minimum and maximum frequency in both Core 0 and
Core 1. It proves that while running our system [multiple sensor data, computing
data@10fps and audio data to process] both core 0 and core 1 uses same distributed
load work.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @10fps and
calculated combine all core2 frequency
1. The above plot shows that core 2 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 2 goes to 1224 KHZ [1224000 Hz] and maximum
frequency of core 2 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. The above plot shows same minimum and maximum frequency in both Core 0 and
Core 1 and core2. It proves that while running our system [multiple sensor data,
computing data@10fps and audio data to process] both core 0 and core 1 and core2
uses same distributed load work.
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Figure 47: CPU core2 frequency operation with respect to time@10fps

While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @10fps and
calculated combine all core3 frequency

Figure 48: CPU core3 frequency operation with respect to time@10fps
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1. The above plot shows that core 3 distributed frequencies from this plot it concludes
that minimum frequency of core 3 goes to 0 KHz and maximum frequency of core
3 goes to 2320 KHz [2320000 Hz].
2. From this graph it concludes that at some instant of time core 3 goes to offline.
3. By analyzing core frequency load work according to running all multiple sensor data
and computing data @10fps and audio data process, which conclude that core0, core
1, core 2 uses all the time while running background application but core 3 goes
offline at nine times.
While running all sensors simultaneously and computing data @10fps and
calculated combine all core [0,1,2,3] frequency:

Figure 49: CPU core0,1,2 3 frequency operation with respect to time@10fps

1. According to each core individual frequency characteristics @ different computation
data on @50fps,30fps,10fps. It shows below result which shows as Jetson TK1 CPU
frequencies distributed in range from 1092KHZ, 1224KHZ and Maximum frequency
2320KHZ in our system.
2. In our system Minimum CPU core [core0,1,2,3] frequencies 1092KHz and Maximum
CPU core frequencies 2320KHz. In our system we are not dealing with any GPU
core frequency.
3. In this system our CPU core frequencies which shows moderate speed of clock frequency according to 22 configurable frequencies. Which shows good performance
of a board. As CPU core clock frequencies increases [settled to moderate], performance of an operation also increases [Writing speed, reading speed and very less
power consumption and low heat generation in TK1 board].
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Figure 50: High frequency operation and low frequency operation with respect to
@10fps@20fps@30fps@40fps

1. If in case to lower power consumption in TK1 board which require to reduce each
CPU core clock frequencies as low as possible.
2. Ex: Low CPU clock frequencies [core0,1,2,3] should be 5100HZ.
3. As in Jetson TK1 board has two CPU clusters [High performance and low performance cluster]. In Jetson TK1 board low performance core work on very low power
in that case needs to off each high performance core [core0,1,2,3].
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7.10

Performance of a TK1 board using Benchmark

In this process, we checked performance of a TK1 board by running prime number benchmark and find out load performance on TK1 board by changing internal parameter of a
TK1 board such as temperature of a board, memory,PLL, diode temperature.
7.10.1

Computing all prime no. less than 100K

Figure 51: Time vs Temperature for calculating 100k benchmark

The above plot represents time for running benchmark for calculating number of prime
number in 100k vs performance load in temperature with respect to board temperature,
memory, PLL temperature. Plot shows first 30 minutes sleeping time before running
benchmark when peak started benchmark starts to run which makes load on a board by
variation in temperature. Once benchmark process done temperature slowly decreases
and again maintained sleepier time for 30 minutes.
Sensitivity Measurements
Sensitivity calculation is a rate of change of temperature with respect to rate of change
of time.

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1.

1.Sensitivityof Diode[increase] =
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31.3℃ − 27℃
7min − 6min
43

which is,

Sensitivityof Diode[increase] = 4.3

℃
min

31.5℃ − 27℃
9min − 11min

2.Sensitivityof Diode[decrease] =
which is,

Sensitivityof Diode[decrease] = −2.25

2.Sensitivityof Board[increase] =

℃
min

26℃ − 24℃
7min − 6min

which is,

Sensitivityof Board[increase] = 2

3.Sensitivityof Board[decrease] =

℃
min

27℃ − 24℃
9min − 13min

which is,

Sensitivityof Board[decrease] = −0.75

3.Sensitivityof P LL[increase] =

℃
min

34℃ − 31℃
7min − 6min

which is,

Sensitivityof P LL[increase] = 3

4.Sensitivityof P LL[decrease] =
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30℃ − 35℃
11min − 8min
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which is,

Sensitivityof P LL[decrease] = −1.66

5.Sensitivityof M EM [increase] =

℃
min

35℃ − 30℃
7min − 6min

which is,

Sensitivityof M EM [increase] = 5

6.Sensitivityof M EM [decrease] =

℃
min

33℃ − 36℃
11min − 8min

which is,

Sensitivityof M EM [decrease] = −1
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7.10.2

Computing all prime no.less than 300K

Figure 52: Time vs Temperature for calculating 300k benchmark

Calculating number of prime number in 300k vs performance load in temperature with
respect to board temperature, memory, PLL temperature. Plot shows first 30 minutes
sleeping time before running benchmark when peak started benchmark starts to run
which makes load on a board by variation in temperature. Once benchmark process done
temperature slowly decreases and again maintained sleepier time for 30 minutes.

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1.

1.Sensitivityof Diode[increase] =

34℃ − 28℃
84min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof Diode[increase] = 0.11

2.Sensitivityof Diode[decrease] =

℃
min

27℃ − 34
110min − 90min

which is,

Sensitivityof Diode[decrease] = −0.35
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2.Sensitivityof Board[increase] =

28℃ − 26.5℃
45min − 1min

which is,

Sensitivityof Board[increase] = −0.034

℃
min

24℃ − 29℃
110min − 90min

3.Sensitivityof Board[decrease] =

which is,

Sensitivityof Board[decrease] = −0.25

3.Sensitivityof P LL[increase] =

℃
min

34℃ − 28℃
90min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof P LL[increase] = 0.1

4.Sensitivityof P LL[decrease] =

℃
min

29℃ − 38℃
110min − 82min

which is,

Sensitivityof P LL[decrease] = −0.321

5.Sensitivityof M EM [increase] =
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℃
min

37℃ − 32℃
70min − 30min
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which is,

Sensitivityof M EM [increase] = 0.125

6.Sensitivityof M EM [decrease] =

℃
min

29℃ − 37.5℃
110min − 70min

which is,

Sensitivityof M EM [decrease] = −0.2125
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7.10.3

Computing all prime no. less than 500K

Figure 53: Time vs Temperature for calculating 500k benchmark

Calculating number of prime number in 500k vs performance load in temperature with
respect to board temperature, memory, Phase Lock Loop (PLL) temperature. Plot shows
first 30 minutes sleeping time before running benchmark when peak started benchmark
starts to run which makes load on a board by variation in temperature. Once benchmark
process done temperature slowly decreases and again maintained sleepier time for 30
minutes.

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1.

1.Sensitivityof Diode[increase] =

36℃ − 30℃
82min − 29min

which is,

Sensitivityof Diode[increase] = 0.113

2.Sensitivityof Diode[decrease] =

℃
min

37℃ − 26℃
90min − 110min

which is,
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Sensitivityof Diode[decrease] = −0.55

2.Sensitivityof Board[increase] =

℃
min

29℃ − 27℃
61min − 1min

which is,

Sensitivityof Board[increase] = −.033

3.Sensitivityof Board[decrease] =

℃
min

29℃ − 24℃
90min − 110min

which is,

Sensitivityof Board = −0.25

3.Sensitivityof P LL[increase] =

℃
min

39℃ − 31℃
70min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof P LL[increase] = 0.2

4.Sensitivityof P LL[decrease] =

℃
min

29℃ − 38℃
110min − 82min

which is,

Sensitivityof P LL[decrease] = −0.321
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5.Sensitivityof M EM [increase] =

39℃ − 31℃
70min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof M EM [increase] = 0.2

6.Sensitivityof M EM [decrease] =

℃
min

29℃ − 39℃
112min − 90min

which is,

Sensitivityof M EM [decrease] = −0.455
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7.10.4

Computing VDE-video decoder engine benchmark

We have checked computational parameter load/ related to heat on TK1 board using
change in CPU temp, GPU temp,RAM used,VDE,ADE.

Figure 54: Time vs Video Benchmark

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1. Board temperature doesn’t
effect much.

1stcase.Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] =

31.5℃ − 26℃
34min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] = 1.37

1.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] =
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℃
min

32.5℃ − 26℃
39min − 41min
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which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] = −3.25

2ndcase.Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] =

℃
min

31.5℃ − 27℃
104min − 100min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] = 1.125

2.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] =

℃
min

26℃ − 32.5℃
78min − 68min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] = −0.65

3rdcaseSensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] =

℃
min

31.5℃ − 27℃
104min − 100min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] = 1.125

3.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] =

℃
min

26℃ − 32.5℃
110min − 104min

which is,
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Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, V DE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] = −1.08

℃
min

Mean in all three case when temperatures increases= 1.37 +1.125+1.125/3
Mean in all three case when temperatures increases= 1.20
Mean in all three case when temperatures decreases= -3.25-0.65-1.08/3
Mean in all three case when temperatures decreases= -1.9
1. 30min Sleeping GPU MORE
2. 100x100 pixel@30fps 8min RUN
3. 30min Sleeping
4. 1000x1000 pixel@30fps 12min RUN
5. 30min Sleeping
6. 100x100 pixel@30fps. 8min RUN
7. 30min Sleeping
8. PLot has: CPU,GPU,MEM,PLL,DIODE,BOARD, VDE
9. video decoder engine has more temperature.
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7.10.5

Computing ADE-audio decoder engine benchmark

Figure 55: Time vs Audio benchmark

1. 30min Sleeping
2. 44.1KHZ audio= 10min run
3. 30min Sleeping=70
4. 1KHZ audio =2min run
5. 30min Sleeping
6. 22KHZ audio= 8min run
7. 30min Sleeping
8. PLot has: CPU,GPU,MEM,PLL,DIODE,BOARD,ADE
9. audio decoder engine has more temperature.

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
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sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1.Board temperature doesn’t
effect much.

1stcaseSensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] =

31.5℃ − 26℃
34min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] = 1.37

1.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] =

℃
min

32.5℃ − 26℃
39min − 41min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] = −3.25

2ndcaseSensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] =

℃
min

31.5℃ − 27℃
104min − 100min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] = 1.125

2.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] =

℃
min

26℃ − 32.5℃
78min − 68min

which is,
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Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] = −0.65

3rdcaseSensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] =

℃
min

31.5℃ − 27℃
104min − 100min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[increase] = 1.125

3.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] =

℃
min

26℃ − 32.5℃
110min − 104min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U, ADE, M EM, P LL, DIODE[decrease] = −1.08

℃
min

Mean in all three case when temperatures increases= 1.37 +1.125+1.125/3
Mean in all three case when temperatures increases= 1.20
Mean in all three case when temperatures decreases= -3.25-0.65-1.08/3
Mean in all three case when temperatures decreases= -1.9
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7.10.6

Computing individual core benchmark

1. 30min Sleeping -No benchmark utilized
2. BM for 2 core TEMP MORE= 20MIN RUN: LOAD MORE
3. 30min Sleeping
4. BM for 4core DIVIDE LOAD= 10MIN RUN
5. 30min Sleeping
6. BM for 2core =20MIN
7. 30min Sleeping
8. Plot has: CPU,GPU,MEM,PLL,DIODE,BOARD.
9. CPU core has more temperature.

Figure 56: Time vs Individual core benchmark

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1.Board temperature doesn’t
effect much.
1stcaseSensitivityof CP U [increases] =
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31.5℃ − 27.5℃
27min − 25min
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which is,

Sensitivityof CP U [increases] = 2

1.1Sensitivityof GP U [increases] =

℃
min

29.5℃ − 27.5℃
31min − 25min

which is,

Sensitivityof GP U [increases] = 0.33

2ndcaseSensitivityof CP U [increase] =

℃
min

31.5℃ − 27℃
81min − 79.5min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U [increase] = 1.5

2.1Sensitivityof GP U [increases] =

℃
min

32℃ − 30℃
84min − 81min

which is,

Sensitivityof GP U [increases] = 0.66

3rdcaseSensitivityof CP U [increase] =

℃
min

33℃ − 27℃
122min − 120min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U [increase] = 2
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3.1Sensitivityof GP U [increases] =

30℃ − 26℃
120min − 118min

which is,

Sensitivityof GP U [increases] = 0.5

1stcaseSensitivityof CP U [decreases] =

℃
min

27℃ − 32℃
50min − 30min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U [decreases] = −0.25

1.1Sensitivityof GP U [decreases] =

℃
min

27℃ − 29℃
50min − 40min

which is,

Sensitivityof GP U [decreases] = −0.2

2ndcaseSensitivityof CP U [decrease] =

℃
min

27℃ − 32℃
90min − 88min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U [decrease] = −2.5

2.1Sensitivityof GP U [decreases] =
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℃
min

27℃ − 29℃
90min − 88min
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which is,

Sensitivityof GP U [decreases] = −1

3rdcaseSensitivityof CP U [decrease] =

℃
min

27℃ − 33℃
140min − 138min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U [decrease] = −3

3.1Sensitivityof GP U [decreases] =

℃
min

27℃ − 29℃
140min − 138min

which is,

Sensitivityof GP U [decreases] = −2
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7.10.7

Computing DLBS-deep learning benchmark

1. Layers need to say 30,2,15 layers in Alexnet
30min Sleeping MORE TEMP GPU AND TEMP CPU
2. Alexnet: 30Max layers =21min RUN
3. 30min Sleeping
4. Alexnet: 2 Min layers =5minRUN
5. 30min Sleeping
6. Alexnet: 15 Min layers =15minRUN
7. 30min Sleeping
8. PLot has: CPU,GPU,MEM,PLL,DIODE,BOARD.
9. GPU and CPU has more temperature

Figure 57: Time vs deep learning benchmark

Sensitivity =

∆ChangeinT emp
∆ChangeinT ime

Here we calculated sensitivity while case 1 when benchmark started load increases so here
first we measured increased computational load and calculated sensitivity. We measured
sensitivity for different thermal zones inside Jetson TK1.

1.Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [increase] =
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31.5℃ − 26℃
32min − 30min
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which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [increase] = 2.75

1.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [decreases] =

℃
min

26℃ − 31.5℃
59min − 55min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [decreases] = −1.375

2.Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [increase] =

℃
min

31.5℃ − 26℃
82min − 80min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [increase] = 2.75

2.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [decreases] =

℃
min

26℃ − 31.5℃
82min − 81min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [decreases] = −5.5

3.Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [increase] =

℃
min

27℃ − 32℃
110min − 128min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [increase] = 2.75
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3.1Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [decreases] =

26℃ − 33℃
132min − 130min

which is,

Sensitivityof CP U, GP U [decreases] = −3.5

℃
min

Mean in all three case when temperatures increases= 2.75 +2.755+2.75/3
Mean in all three case when temperatures increases= 2.7
Mean in all three case when temperatures decreases= -1.37-5.5-3.5/3
Mean in all three case when temperatures decreases= -3.45
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8

Speed and Accuracy

8.1

Transmitting/Receiving speed between two TK1

1. rsync is command use for transferring and synchronizing data between two Jetson
TK1 board by checking timestamp and size of a file. rsync process operates by
communicating with another rsync process, between a sender and a receiver.
2. While sending data from one TK1 transmitter board to another TK1 receiver board,
need to require Internet Protocol (IP) address of a receiver board.
3. rsync-u-v-essh/media/ubuntu/’6239-6239’/video0/*/media/ubuntu/’6239-6239’/video1*
/media/ubuntu/’6239-6239’/video2/*ubuntu@address of TK1 receiver:/home/ubuntu/sdcard
4. Above script represent to send data from one TK1 transmitter to another TK1
receiver with IP address and path location of transmitter files of a sender TK1.

Figure 58: Time stamping sent data from one TK1 to another TK1 board.
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9

Challenges and Requirements

In this work results and analysis showed successfully that system can sense all environmental sensor data and physiological data but there were some challenges faced during
analysis which are listed below:
1. Running all sensors [BMP280 sensor, Multichannel gas sensor, Microphone, Multiple lens camera]simultaneously to capture data inside Jetson TK1 board.
2. Unsuitable packages and drivers [wifi, sensors driver installation] for Jetson TK1
board to make all things work for sense inside TK1 board.

9.1

Future Research of a system

Future research work of a system can be on algorithm part, which states that by running
different cases of an algorithm on Jetson TK1 board. In this our experiment result shows
that, Irrespective of a different frames per second of camera and simultaneously running
multiple sensors, we evaluated different parameter such as CPU temperature of a TK1
board, Reading-Writing speed of a TK1 board, individual core’s frequency characteristics
and computational load on a TK1 board by running benchmark.

10
10.1

Conclusion
Key Findings

Wearable devices are most common in modern world and health related functions like,
step tracking, Heart rate detection, fall detection are being imbibed into wearables to
enable consumer aware of some important aspects of health.
In this thesis we can contribute using Garmin Smart-watch instead of wearable sensor
on clothes of mining industry people. Smartwatch has all inbuilt biological sensors and
GPS navigation system to track mining industries people. Here all gadgets [smartwatch,
Mobile] are connected to TK1 device via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. As our system has Video
cameras which gives live streaming information to another person. As TK1 board is
powerful board we can use this system for multiple real-time application by running
algorithms. [ex: Health issue, Avoiding Critical emergency situations etc.]

10.2

Future Implementation

In the future, we want to experiment with different kinds of processors and implement
the same system using newer state-of-the-art processor and sensors.

10 CONCLUSION
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Appendix

NVIDIA TEGRA LINUX DRIVER PACKAGE QUICK-START GUIDE
The information here is intended to help you quickly get started using NVIDIA Tegra
Linux Driver package (L4T).
ASSUMPTIONS:
1. You have a Jetson-tk1 Tegra Developer System, equipped with the NVIDIA Tegra
K1 32 bit family processor.
2. You have a host machine that is running Linux.
3. Your developer system is cabled as follows:
4. USB Micro-B cable connecting Jetson-tk1 (J1E1 USB0) to your Linux host for flashing.
5. (Not included in the developer kit) Connect USB peripherals such as keyboard,
mouse, and USB hub.
6. An HDMI cable plugged into "J1C1 HDMI1" on the target which is connected to an
external HDMI display.
7. An Ethernet cable plugged into the J1D1 on board Ethernet port.
8. If you would like to connect to the debug console, a female to female NULL modem
cable is required to plug into the serial port J1A2 UART4 on the target connected
to your Linux host directly or through a serial-to-USB converter.
9. The following directions will create a 14 GiB partition on the eMMC device (internal
storage) and will flash the root file system to that location.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Download the latest L4T release package for your developer system and the sample
file system from https://developer.nvidia.com/linux-tegra
2. If NVIDIA does not yet provide public release for the developer system you have,
please contact your NVIDIA support representative to obtain the latest L4T release
package for use with the developer board.
3. Untar the files and assemble the rootfs:
4. Flash the rootfs onto the system’s internal eMMC.
a) Put your system into "reset recovery mode" by holding down the RECOVERY
button and press RESET button once on the main board. b) Ensure your Linux
host system is connected to the target device through the USB cable for flashing.
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5. The target will automatically reboot upon completion of the flash. The command
prompt will show up over the display that you have attached to the target. Log
in as user login:ubuntu and password:ubuntu. All actions are completed unless you
wish to configure the graphical desktop on your setup. You now have Linux running
on your developer system.
6. Installing the graphical desktop on your target board (if not already installed):
a) Make sure the Ethernet cable is connected. b) Use eth0 for the built-in Ethernet
port:
sudo dhclient eth0
c) Check to see if Ethernet is up and running. You should see an IP address
associated with eth0.
ifconfig sudo apt-get update sudo apt-get install ubuntu-desktop
d) Reboot and the system will boot to the graphical desktop.
NOTE: The above steps can be used to install other packages with "sudo apt-get
install".

11.1

List of equipment

1. Nvidia Jetson TK1 board.
2. BMP280 Sensor [Temperature, Pressure, Humidity].
3. Gas Sensor.
4. Dual lens camera module and Logitech webcam.
5. Garmin Vivoactive smart watch.
6. Microphone.
7. Multiple USB hub.
8. HDMI cable.
9. Ethernet cable.
10. External SD card.
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